“[Echosmith] have become one of the biggest breakout acts of 2015.” – Jimmy Fallon

“Teenage daydreams inspired by new wave angst and California sunshine. . .
Echosmith’s breakout single "Cool Kids" is a back-to-school-season anthem for those feeling disaffected
by their peers.”

“’80s soft pop rock catchiness...[Sydney’s] voice has this quality that makes you think of a certain different
era that’s kind of retro and kind of fresh.”

“…the Sierota siblings are able to make nearly perfect pop music. These are songs that feel lightweight and
summery, the ideal indie pop jams for when you’re cruising around without a care in the world, or getting
ready to go out with your friends.”

“Okay, first of all, Echosmith are instantly likable. Fresh-faced, but not in a manufactured manner, the
four siblings from Los Angeles have a contagious good vibe. And while they may be young — spanning 15
through 21 — they've got chops to match the charisma. Rest assured, this is a group you're going to be
hearing about for a long time. Echosmith is the real deal, and so, a rarity.”

“Echosmith’s brainwormingly catchy (and impressively self-aware) single, “Cool Kids”…is an ageless
anthem.”
“Now their nouveau-New Wave sound, its pop sweetness tempered by references (Joy Division, The
Smiths, The Killers, Coldplay) that belie their baby-faced looks, has leapt to a much bigger stage.”

“…‘Cool Kids’ instantly drew me in. While Taylor Swift references the ’80s in the title of her latest album,
“Cool Kids” better represents what music from that time actually sounds and feels like, while also
capturing the singular sensation of adolescent awkwardness as only real-life awkward adolescents can.”

“Their brand of pop-rock was as gentle and pristine as their outfits, with hum-along harmonies,
hummingbird chords and toe-tapping backbeats. They softened the edges of bands such as Metric, the
Killers and…Eisley, nodding to Afrobeat-obsessives Vampire Weekend, faux-folkers Mumford and Sons
and country rebel Kacey Musgraves. -Basically, fans of any guitar-based act from this millennium heard
something familiar and could find something to like.”

“…how awesome and polished they are in such a brief time on this planet.”

“Haim might be front and center in terms of the whole ‘family band’ category, but these sisters better
watch out—because there’s another crew of California siblings about to take over.”

“…an up-and-coming band that we’ve totally fallen for. Echosmith is comprised of four siblings…and they
each have a downtown, ‘60s rocker vibe that emanates pure cool.”

“You’ve definitely heard Echosmith’s twice-platinum single, “Cool Kids”…with spaced-out vocals over
ethereal synth pop ambiance coupled with a positive message and über-catchy hooks, it was destined for
out-of-the-box pop stardom.”

“’Cool Kids’ by California band Echosmith won us over with its calming instrumentals and…its breathy
vocals and layered composition. Everything about it makes us want to join the in crowd.”
“As the lead singer, [Sydney] Sierota’s grabbed our attention for being the stylish, talented teen we wish
we were in high school.”

“When it comes to breaking through, Echosmith did so in a big way thanks to “Cool Kids,” an alt-pop
empowerment anthem that also happens to be pretty damn catchy.”

“Sydney leads the group with her stunning voice...”

“Of all the bands looking to make noise on the Woodies, though, Echosmith seemed most ready to break
out.”

“Charismatic lead vocalist Sydney Sierota, 17, puts a voice to teen alienation.”

“Echosmith’s wispy back-to-the-lunchroom anthem, ‘Cool Kids.’” –
“61 Songs You Need In Your Life This Month”

“The feel-good anthem [“Cool Kids”]…effortlessly addresses teen alienation within the confines of an
extremely catchy pop song.”

“Indie pop! With a little dreaminess!”

